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Abstract: To achieve intelligent evaluation of the lower limb movement ability of athletes with sports disabilities, this article 

selects young athletes and middle-aged and young athletes with sports disabilities as the research objects, and healthy young 

athletes as the control group. Gait videos, GRF and knee angles of the subjects were collected to extract and analyse gait contours 

and features. The improved Visual Background extractor (ViBe) algorithm has the highest accuracy of 0.978 in PETS2006 video 

sequences; the recall rate of three algorithms in Highway video sequence is the highest, and the recall rate of improved ViBe 

algorithm is the highest, up to 0.965. AtƐ=0.7, the accuracy of the improved myloss training set is higher than that corresponding 

to other  values; when the number of iterations is 98, the accuracy rate of improved myloss training set is 0.963, while the 

accuracy rate corresponding to the cross entropy loss function is 0.945. When the number of iterations is 151, the accuracy rate 

of the Xeption LSTM model is 0.956, higher than that of other models. Among corresponding mean ± standard deviation (GSA-

MS) indicators, the GSA-MS values of Group L are significantly higher than those of group N and group Z (P<0.001). The 

correlation between GAS indicators and Gait Abnormality Rating Scale (GARS-M) is strong, with a correlation coefficient of 

0.90. 
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1. Introduction  

In recent years, the country's support for the sports 

industry has been increasing, and becoming a 

professional athlete is a choice for many people. In order 

to bring glory to their country and realize their life value 

in the competition, they have been conducting sports 

training for years and months. High intensity training 

has brought considerable pressure to their bodies, 

leading to many athletes suffering from occupational 

diseases and a significant decline in their athletic 

performance, hindering their development  [8, 14]. 

Therefore, conducting intelligent diagnosis and 

treatment can provide a preliminary understanding of 

the physical condition of athletes, reduce the pressure 

on doctors, and enable athletes to receive timely and 

effective treatment. And for athletes who engage in 

lower limb exercises, timely mastering their lower limb 

exercise abilities can help them adjust their training 

plans in a timely manner and have a certain promoting 

effect on their mental recover [16]. In the evaluation 

process, classification algorithms are involved the 

research found that combining Long and Short Term 

Memory (LSTM) with Convolutional Neural Network  

 
(CNN) can help improve the classification accuracy of 

users' comment emotions, distinguish different 

comment emotions, and have good classification 

performance [13]. Face pose is diverse. By combining 

LSTM and CNN and using incremental clustering 

strategy, different facial poses can be recognized with 

good performance [2]. Considering the good 

performance of LSTM and CNN in dynamic video 

classification, the article applies this method to the 

evaluation of lower limb motor ability of athletes with 

sports disorders, aiming to automate the evaluation of 

lower limb motor ability of athletes with sports 

disorders, provide valuable reference data for doctors' 

diagnosis and treatment, and promote the progress of 

intelligent diagnosis and treatment. 

2. Related Works 

Pollen et al. [11] tracked and analyzed the functional 

exercise screening scores of different groups of athletes 

to evaluate their athletic abilities. Related analysis has 

found that the level of competition will not have an 

impact on the comprehensive score of functional sports 

screening for these athletes. The research review has 
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certain reference value in predicting athlete injuries. 

Higgins et al. [3] performed shoulder arthroscopy on 

professional athletes from different organizations, 

recorded relevant data on athletes recovering from 

competitions before and after the examination, and 

scored accordingly based on their performance. 

Analysis shows that the probability of professional 

athletes participating in recovery competitions after 

surgery is moderate. Pandya et al. [10] conducted a case 

study on injuries in young professional athletes, 

compiled literature on fifth bone fractures, and 

investigated factors affecting athlete recovery. The case 

analysis results show that effective splinting fixation for 

athletes and urging them to engage in early grading 

activities is beneficial for their recovery. Lebedev et al. 

[5] constructed a health dynamic health system in 

athlete health monitoring, recorded relevant health data 

of athletes, and developed electronic passports for each 

athlete. From relevant application analysis, it can be 

concluded that the system is feasible. Nunes et al. [9] 

conducted a study on the relevant references for 

evaluating the health status of adolescent football 

players and analyzed the influencing factors of their 

cardiovascular health indicators. After analysis, it is 

known that weight indicators can have an impact on 

cardiovascular health indicators. Maria -Sacheli et al. [7] 

analyzed the relationship between pathological motor 

function limitations and motor imagination skills in 

athletes with motor disabilities, evaluated their motor 

performance, and detected relevant neural signals. In the 

comparative experimental results, dynamic gait 

imagination is beneficial for the treatment of athletes. 

Jones et al. [4] conducted testing and analysis on the 

identification of injury risks in adolescent football 

sports, and found that combination testing methods 

including functional exercise screening are beneficial 

for identifying non-contact injury risks. 

Ercolano and Rossi [1] combined CNN and LSTM to 

form a hybrid algorithm to identify real-time daily 

activities. In the process of limb related feature 

extraction, the hybrid algorithm has better recognition 

effect and higher recognition accuracy, which provides 

reference data for social assisted robot design. Manju et 

al. [6] studied the prediction and recognition of 

suspicious activities, automatically recognized human 

activities, and integrated Three-Dimensional 

Convolutional Neural Network (3DCNN) and LSTM to 

make them predict future abnormal events by 

identifying human activities in videos. After detection, 

the fusion algorithm has high recognition accuracy in 

the recognition of criminal data sets. In order to realize 

the diagnosis of plant diseases and pests, Verma and 

Dubey [17] processed relevant mobile video images by 

using LSTM and simple recurrent neural network to 

extract image data features and other related processing. 

The results show that the method used in the study has 

good prediction ability. To obtain the correct frame in 

the surveillance video, Radarapu et al. [12] propose to 

apply LSTM to extract the text of video features, which 

shows that attention mechanism is widely used in video 

subtitle work. Su et al. [15] faced with the problem of 

face tampering in the video, proposed a deep forgery 

video detection method, and used LSTM to extract the 

spatial and temporal information of the video. The 

results show that the detection accuracy of this method 

is high. Yadav et al. [18] used the deep convolution long 

and short term memory network to detect human 

activity and human fall behavior. The results show that 

the method has good detection effect and high accuracy. 

Zhang et al. [19] classified the video time through a 

two-stage neural network. Under the effect of the 

maximum mean pool, they converted the frame 

sequence into anchor points and overcame the gradient 

disappearance through LSTM. The results show that the 

classification effect is good. 

To sum up, sports disabled athletes are a concern for 

many scholars, and most of them focus their research on 

athlete rehabilitation, with relatively little research on 

the evaluation of athlete lower limb motor ability. In 

addition, LSTM and CNN have good performance in 

classification and recognition. Therefore, this article 

uses LSTM and CNN to explore the evaluation of lower 

limb motor ability in athletes with sports disabilities. 

3. Evaluation Model of Athletes’ Lower 

Limb Training Ability Based on LSTM 

Algorithm 

3.1. Multimodal Data Acquisition and 

Processing of Human Lower Limbs 

Sports injury is a common problem for many athletes, 

which makes them have sports obstacles. Relevant 

scholars help them recover their sports ability by using 

exoskeleton equipment. However, before making the 

equipment, it is necessary to master the athletes' lower 

limb sports ability. Therefore, this paper collects and 

processes the multi-modal data of the lower limbs of 

athletes with sports disabilities. First of all, the 

movement state of human lower limbs is analyzed. With 

the natural standing as a reference, the center of gravity 

of the human body is taken as the base point, the 

direction perpendicular to the front of the human body 

is taken as the sagittal axis, the direction perpendicular 

to the sagittal axis on the left side of the human body is 

taken as the coronal axis, and the direction of the top of 

the head is taken as the vertical axis. Three basic planes 

are formed, including sagittal plane, coronal plane and 

horizontal plane. The reference space is determined 

according to the basic plane and the basic axis. Relevant 

research points out that when people walk, their lower 

limb movements mainly focus on the sagittal plane, and 

lower limb movements are carried out with the 

cooperation of various parts of the lower limb. 

Therefore, when collecting the lower limb joint angle, 

the hip joint, knee joint and ankle joint motion angles in 
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the sagittal plane are selected, which are ϴh, ϴk, ϴa. 

According to the human body structure, ϴk is always 

negative; when the hip joint flexes forward, ϴh is 

positive, and vice versa; When the ankle joint does 

dorsiflexion upward, ϴa is positive, and vice versa 

In the process of walking, the legs swing periodically 

and circularly. This paper studies a complete gait cycle, 

which can be divided into swing phase and support 

phase. The proportion of the two phases in the whole 

gait cycle is about 40% and 60% respectively. The latter 

is the starting point of the gait cycle. One side of the heel 

from landing to lifting the toe to landing is the support 

phase, and according to the number of feet landing, it 

can be divided into single support phase and double 

support phase. In the double support period, the stability 

of walking will be enhanced, so during the walking 

process, athletes with sports disabilities tend to have a 

higher frequency of double support periods. Then, gait 

information will be collected, and the subjects will 

voluntarily participate in the collection. Selecting young 

and middle-aged athletes with motor disabilities as the 

experimental group, and selecting healthy young 

athletes as the control group. The number of people in 

both groups was 20. The modified Gait Abnormality 

Rating Scale (GARS-M) was used to evaluate the gait 

abnormalities of subjects in walking videos. There were 

7 items in total, with a total score of 0-21. The higher 

the score, the more severe the gait abnormalities of the 

subjects. Set the young healthy control group as Group 

J, the young athletes with sports disorders as Group Q, 

and the young athletes with sports disorders as Group Z. 

See Table 1 for the basic information of the three groups. 

Table 1. Basic information of subjects. 

Grouping Number of people Age Subjects GARS-M 

Group J 20 23.1±1.8 
Healthy young 

athletes 
0 

Group Q 10 23.7±1.2 
Young athletes 

with sports 

disabilities 

3-9 

Group Z 10 33.5±4.8 

Young and 

middle-aged 

athletes with 

sports disorders 

8-16 

After the statistics of the basic information of the 

three groups of subjects, their motion data were 

collected. The article used the three-dimensional gait 

acquisition system (VICON MX) to collect and process 

the relevant data, and its schematic diagram is shown in 

Figure 1. 
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Net

MX 

Link

Camera 
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Mechanical 
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Figure 1. System diagram. 

The system has six MX infrared cameras, which can 

record the movement information and video of the lower 

limb of the subject in real time. Under the action of the 

force measuring plate and the reflective marker ball at 

the lower limb joints, the data is collected and 

transmitted, and the processed relevant data is obtained 

after analysis. Before collection, the reflective marker 

ball needs to be fixed between the lower limb joints and 

joints of the subject. Then, let it stand in the center of 

the site for about 5 seconds, input the relevant 

information of the subject's limbs to the acquisition 

system, establish a static model, and statically calibrate 

the output data to ensure accurate data acquisition The 

main data collected is the foot pressure during walking, 

which is also the Ground Reaction Force (GRF). The 

AMTI OR6-7 force measuring platform is used for 

synchronous collection. The gait cycle stage can be 

judged according to the value of GRF. The coordinate 

system of the force measuring plate is the same as that 

of the operation information collection system. The 

lower part of the force measuring plate surface ZO is the 

force measuring origin. The moment at any point on the 

force measuring plate surface is calculated. The point Q 

coordinate is set as (x, y, 0). The moment calculation 

formula at this point is shown in Equation (1). 

*0 * *

* *0 *

* * *0

x x y z x

y x y z y

z x y z z

M F F Z F Y T
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= − + + +

 

In Equation (1), F represents force; M represents torque; 

Tx, Ty and Tz represent free torques around X, Y and Z 

axes respectively; Tx=0 and Ty=0. According to 

Equations (1) and (2) can be obtained 

*

*

* *

M F Yx z

M F Xy z

M F Y F X Tz x y z

=

= −

= − + +







 

In Equation (2), F represents force and M represents 

torque. The collected lower limb motion data is 

processed and analyzed. When gait video contour is 

extracted, the Visual Background Extractor (ViBe) 

algorithm is used. The algorithm is simple, but there are 

some shortcomings. When foreground objects pass 

through the ghosted area, the background model 

updating mechanism will slow down the speed of 

eliminating the latter, which affects the detection 

accuracy. Therefore, in this paper, improved ViBe 

algorithm is used to preprocess gait video to eliminate 

the influence of environment and clothing. First, carry 

out background modeling, initialize the background 

model with a single frame image, assume that adjacent 

pixels share a similar time distribution, set the pixel 

value corresponding to position x to w(x), randomly 

select n pixel values in the neighborhood of w(x), the set 

of which is B(x)={w1, w2,…wn}, then build reference 

model BR(x) in the background model to save the initial 

(1) 

(2) 
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(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

frame pixel values and avoid the occurrence of ghost 

regions. Carry out pixel classification, calculate the 

distance of each sample value in w(x) and B (x), and 

determine whether x belongs to the background when 

the calculated distance is less than the threshold value 

of R, count the number of corresponding pixel values, 

which is called the approximate sample size of D. Dmin 

is the classification threshold, if D >Dmin, then x is the 

background point, otherwise it is the front spot. Increase 

the discrimination conditions to avoid Ghost points. The 

relevant formula is shown in Equation (3). 

0

0

( , ) ( , ) 0

( , ) 0

w x t w x t

w x t

− 




 

In Equation (3), w(x,t0) represents the pixel value of x in 

BR (x), and w(x,t) represents the pixel value of x  in the 

current image. Then. the background model is randomly 

updated with each new frame, so that the background 

model merges the foreground objects that have a long 

dwell time or stop suddenly. Set the number of times the 

image pixels are continuously detected as the 

background to L and when L>Lmin, Lmin are the threshold 

values. Modify the previous scenic spots into 

background points, and update BR(x). From the obtained 

kinematics and dynamics data, we can see the changes 

of different human joint angles and GRF during walking. 

According to the walking characteristics, representative 

and differential data is selected as the data needed for 

the lower limb evaluation model. 

3.2. Lower Extremity Motor Function 

Evaluation Based on Improved LSTM 

In image recognition, CNN algorithm has good 

performance, but it ignores the time dimension 

information, while LSTM algorithm can avoid the 

situation of low gradient and explosion when mining 

time series features. The combination of CNN and 

LSTM can better learn the spatio-temporal features of 

video. In addition, Kernel Principal Component 

Analysis (KPCA) has better performance in nonlinear 

feature extraction, data dimensionality reduction and 

other aspects. Therefore, this paper combines Xception 

LSTM and KPCA for the evaluation of lower limb 

motor ability. In the LSTM network, assuming that the 

current time is t, and the input of the previous time is t-

1, t is xt, and t -1 the output value of the previous time is 

ht-1. The input gate calculates the input information 

according to xt, ht-1, so as to update the model state. At 

time t, the mathematical expressions of the input gate 

vector it, the forgetting gate vector ft , and the output gate 

vector ot are shown in Equation (4) 

1

1

1

( )

( )

( )

t xi t hi t i

t xf t hf t f

t xo t ho t

i W x W h b

f W x W h b

o W x W h b







−

−

−

= + +


= + +
 = + +

 

In Equation (4), b represents offset; b represents 

coefficient, and the corresponding weight is W. Memory 

cells integrate the features of time t  and memory unit 

information of time t-1, and the relevant mathematical 

expressions are shown in Equation (5). 

1 1tanh( )t t xc t hc t c t tc i W x W h b f c− −= + + +
 

In Equation (5), ct represents the state vector at time t 

and ct-1 represents the state vector at time t-1. Then, the 

hidden layer state output ht is obtained as shown in 

Equation (6). 

t tanh( )t th o c=
 

In Equation (6), ht represents the output value at time t. 

The bidirectional LSTM, which includes output layer, 

back layer, forward layer, input layer and back layer, is 

adopted to calculate the hidden layer output from time t 

to time ht in reverse. The forward layer is calculated in 

the opposite way the two directions each get a sequence, 

and the two groups of columns at each time are 

combined to get the Equation of 1, as shown in Equation 

(7). 

tanh( )t t th o c=
 

In Equation (7), 
th   represents ht under forward 

calculation. KPCA can reduce the dimension to process 

high-dimensional nonlinear data and mine the nonlinear 

information Assuming that the number of samples in the 

input space is M, xk  RN, k=1,2,…, use nonlinear 

mapping ɸ to map the samples and map them to high-

order feature space F. The result is ɸ(x1), ɸ(x2),…ɸ(xM). 

If it is centralized in F, the relevant Covariance matrix 

can be obtained. In F, the distance between x
x

and x
 

is the inner product, resulting in matrix 
Kμν=Φ(xμ)Φ(xν)

 

of M*M. On this basis, non-zero eigenvalues k
  and 

eigenvectors vk can be obtained. When the actual 

application can not meet the centrization conditions, 

kernel functions can be used to replace the inner product, 

so that the centralized kernel matrix can be obtained. Its 

mathematical expression is shown in Equation (8). 

2
1 1 , 1

1 1
( )

M M M

kv k

k

K K K K K
M M

   
  = = =

→ − +  
 

In Equation (8), ( ) ( ) =  k kK x x , ( ) ( ) =  k kK x x , 

( ) ( )  =  K x x  . Then, the evaluation model is 

established. The method is mainly divided into two parts, 

namely feature extraction and index establishment 

apply migration learning to network training. Set the 

pre-training model parameters in ImageNet, a visual 

database, as the Xception initialization parameters, and 

then combine them with LSTM to obtain the Xception-

LSTM model. Its network structure is shown in Figure 

2. 

(3) 

(4) 
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Figure 2. Network structure of the model. 

In the model network structure, Xception includes 14 

convolutional blocks named Black_ 1-Black_ 14. Under 

the attention mechanism, the fusion layer combines the 

features of Xception and bidirectional LSTM, and the 

extracted features are located in the Full Connection 

layer (FC). Among them, the model network parameters 

are shown in Table 2. 

 

 

 

Table 2. Model network parameters. 

Project 

Xception 

LSTM 
Black_1 

Black_1-

Black_4 

Black_5-

Black_12 
Black_13 Black_14 

Composition 

of network 

layers 

Convolutional 

layer+RELU 

Nonlinear activation 

function+Convolution 

layer+RELU 

Nonlinear activation 

function 

Separable 

convolution 

Residual 

structure 

Separable 

convolution 

Depth divisible roll up layer+RELU 

Nonlinear activation function+Depth 

divisible convolution layer+RELU 

Nonlinear activation function+Global 

average pooling layer 

LSTM+LSTM 

Input 150*150*3 72*72*64 9*9*728 9*9*728 5*5*1024 150*150*3 

Output 72*72*64 9*9*728 9*9*728 5*5*1024 2048 2048 

Convolution 

kernel size 
3*3 

3*3 

1*1 
3*3 

3*3 

1*1 
3*3 / 

Convolution 

step 
1 1 1 1 1 / 

Maximum 

reddening 
2*2 2*2 2*2 2*2 2*2 / 

Minimum 

pooling 
2 2 2 2 2 / 

Table 1 contains the parameter information of 

Xception and bidirectional LSTM. The parameters of 

the former are initialized through transfer learning, and 

the convolution block parameters remain unchanged. 

Only the latter is trained. Then, the model composed of 

the two is trained, and the network parameters are fine 

tuned. Under the attention mechanism, the fusion layer 

combines the features of Xception and bidirectional 

LSTM. The extracted features are located in FC Feature 

normalization processes knee joint angle and GRF, and 

connects the results with features in FC to form fusion 

features. The related schematic diagram is shown in 

Figure 3. 

Xception-LSTM

GRF

Fusion features

Knee joint angleGait characteristics

Feature normalization

Gait image

Kinematics data of 

lower limbs

Lower extremity 
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Figure 3. Feature extraction and fusion. 

After feature extraction and fusion, the fusion feature 

matrix M=[m1, m2,…, mk]l*k is normalized. There are k 

subjects. The dimension after feature fusion is l, and the 

fusion feature of the i subject is mi. After normalization, 

the correlation between indicators of different 

magnitudes is removed. Calculate the mean value  i
 

and variance  i
 of each subject, and set the normalized 
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(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(12) M as the fusion matrix MG, whose range is [0,1]. The 

relevant formula is shown in Equation (9). 

1 ( ) / 3

2

G i i i
i

m
m

 + −
=

 

In Equation (9), G

im   represents normalized mi. Then, 

feature dimension reduction and Gait Ability Score 

(GAS) are established. KPCA is used to remove 

redundant information of GM   and extract effective 

features. During this period, Variance Account For 

(VAF) and threshold E   are set. E   and VAF   are used 

to determine the feature dimensions after dimension 

reduction, and the feature dimensions after dimension 

reduction are set to 1 2

*
, , ,  

k

r k
c c c  . GAR indicators 

are established through it. The formula involved in the 

period is shown in Equation (10). 

1 1

 
= =

=  
p N

i i
i i

VAF E  

In Equation (10), i
  represents the i   non-zero 

eigenvalue, p   and N   represent the number of non-

zero eigenvalues. The subjects' fusion characteristics are 
c , and the average value of N groups' fusion feature 

vectors is TDc  , the deviation between c   and TDc   is 

shown in Equation (11). 

, = −TD TDd c c  

In Equation (11), TDc  represents the deviation between 

TDc  and TDc . Calculate the original GAS index, and its 

formula is shown in Equation (12). 

( ),ln = TD

rawGAS d        

In Equation (12), 

rawGAS  represents the original GAS 

index. Z-Score standardization is carried out for Group 

N  i
 and  i

, and the formulas involved are shown in 

Equation (13). 

( ) ( )( )( ) . . = − TD TD

raw raw raw rawzGAS GAS Mean GAS S D GAS  

In Equation (13), 

rawzGAS   represents the 

standardization 

rawGAS  , and TD

rawGAS   represents the 

GAS index of Group N. Quantitative evaluation can be 

carried out for subjects through Equation (14), as shown 

in Equation (14). 

100 10* = − rawGAS zGAS  

In Equation (14), when the calculation result is greater 

than or equal to 100, the lower limb movement ability 

of the subject is normal, otherwise, the more serious the 

movement disorder is. In the design of network 

parameters, the classification of softmax loss function is 

overconfident, which is easy to lead to over fitting and 

non-convergence of the network. This function is 

improved. See Equation (15) for details 

( )
1

1
log( ) 1 log( ) 

=

= − − − 
 

i i

k k

z z
n

z z
ik k

e e
myloss

ne e
 

In Equation (15), i   represents the category, and its 

range is  1,2, ,k ;   represents the parameter, which 

is used to balance the two loss functions. Overall, the 

research method is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Research plan.

In Figure 4, there are mainly two parts, one is feature 

extraction. In the process of network training, transfer 

learning is introduced, and the model parameters pre 

trained on ImageNet are taken as the initialization 
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parameters of Xception. Combine this Xception with 

LSTM and train the Xception-LSTM model. Use the 

collected gait image data to fine tune the network 

parameters. Xception and LSTM generate two features, 

which are combined with neural network attention 

mechanisms to obtain FC. In another section, establish 

indicators. FC, lower limb dynamics and Kinematics 

data features are normalized and connected in series to 

form fusion features, and the fusion features are 

processed by KPCA dimension reduction. Combine the 

obtained feature matrix with the Z-Score indicator to 

construct the GAS indicator. 

4. Analysis of Experimental Results 

To verify the effectiveness of the improved ViBe 

algorithm in the article, the ViBe algorithm is combined 

with the three frame difference ViBe algorithm as the 

comparison algorithm, and the test data set is the 

Change Detection data set. Four video sequences in the 

data set are selected as the algorithm test video 

sequences. When selecting test frames, except that the 

initial frame needs to contain moving targets, other 

frames are randomly selected. Select the initial frame of 

the test sequence Pedistrians as frame 590, with a total 

of 655 test frames; The initial frame of the Backdoor test 

sequence is frame 273, with a total of 330 test frames; 

The initial frame of the test sequence Highway is the 

960th frame, with a total of 285 test frames; The initial 

frame of the test sequence PETS2006 is frame 25, with 

a total of 720 test frames. Accuracy and recall are used 

as evaluation indicators. After testing, the recall and 

accuracy of the three algorithms in the four video 

sequences are shown in Figure 5. 

  

a) Algorithm recall rate. 

 

b) Algorithm accuracy. 

Figure 5. Algorithm recall and accuracy. 

In Figure 5-a), the recall rates of the three algorithms 

in different video sequences are different, and the recall 

rates in the same video sequence are different. In the 

PETS2006 video sequence, the recall rate of the 

improved ViBe algorithm is 0.864, slightly higher than 

that of the ViBe algorithm; compared with other video 

sequences, the recall rate of three algorithms in 

Highway video sequence is the highest, and the recall 

rate of the improved ViBe algorithm is the highest, up 

to 0.965, while the recall rate of the ViBe algorithm is 

0.952. In the Pedstrians video sequence, the recall rate 

of the ViBe algorithm and the improved ViBe algorithm 

combined with three frame difference is 0.817, 0.835 

and 0.836 respectively. In Figure 5b, it is obvious that 

the precision of the ViBe algorithm is lower than that of 

the other two algorithms, On the whole, the accuracy of 

the improved ViBe algorithm is the highest. In the 

Pedistans video sequence, the accuracy of the ViBe 

algorithm is the lowest, reaching 0.523, 0.444 lower 

than the improved ViBe algorithm. The accuracy of the 

improved ViBe algorithm is the highest, up to 0.967. 

Compared with other video sequences, in the PETS2006 

video sequence, the accuracy of the improved ViBe 

algorithm is the highest, reaching 0.978. The lower limb 

motor function evaluation model is trained and it runs 

on the deep learning framework keras. The training is 

divided into two parts. First, only the LSTM network is 

trained, with the training times of 100 and the batch size 

of 32. RMSProp is used as the optimization algorithm. 

Then, thaw and train the network layer’s thawed 

Xception, with the Adam optimization algorithm. The 

learning rate is 0.0001, and the training times are the 

same as the training LSTM. The batch size is 16. 

Process the processed videos of the control group and 

the experimental group, and use the images obtained as 

the training set and test set respectively, the number of 

corresponding pictures is 10324 and 2035, respectively. 

The data set is expanded through data enhancement to 

reduce the occurrence of over fitting. Since the 

improved myloss function will affect the accuracy of 

network recognition, the experiment shows that the 

optimal value of   is 0.7. To verify this result, select ε 

= 0.7, ε = 0.7 and ε = 0.3, and compare the results of 

the improved myloss function and cross entropy loss 

function as shown in Figure 6. 

In Figure 6, with different values, the accuracy rate 

and loss function value of the training set are different. 

At that time, the accuracy rate of the improved myloss 

training set was higher than that corresponding to other 

values, while at that time, the accuracy rate of the 

improved myloss training set was the lowest; compared 

with the two loss functions, the improved myloss has a 

higher correlation accuracy, while the loss function 

value is just the opposite. With the increase of the 

number of iterations, the accuracy of the training set 

increases rapidly first and then tends to be stable. The 

change trend of the loss function value is opposite to the 

change trend of the accuracy rate. In Figure 6-a), when 

the number of iterations is 98, the accuracy rate of the 

improved myloss training set is 0.963, while the 

corresponding accuracy rate of the cross entropy loss 

function is 0.945, 0.018 lower than the former; at this 
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time, the loss function value of the improved myloss 

training set is 0.07, 0.11 lower than the cross entropy 

loss function. Analyze the recognition accuracy of the 

Xception-LSTM model, select the Visual Geometry 

Group Network (VGG) and Inception V3 in CNN, 

combine them with LSTM respectively to form the 

corresponding recognition model, and use them as the 

comparison model. Use the KTH dataset to study the 

accuracy of the model under different iterations, as 

shown in Figure 7. 

 

a) ε=0.7. 

 

b) ε=0.6. 

 

c) ε=0.3. 

Figure 6. Improved myloss and cross entropy loss function. 
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Figure 7. Accuracy of the model. 

In Figure 7, as the number of iterations increases, the 

accuracy of the model increases first and then tends to 

be flat; compared with the CNN model, the accuracy 

rate of the fusion model is higher, while the accuracy 

rate of the Xception LSTM model is the highest overall. 

When the number of iterations is 151, the accuracy rate 

of the Xception LSTM model is 0.956, 0.07 higher than 

that of the VGG-LSTM model, while the accuracy rate 

of the Xception model is 0.903. After the evaluation of 

the Xception LSTM model, the GAS values of different 

groups of subjects and the corresponding mean ± 

standard deviation GSA-MS are shown in Figure 8. 
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a) GAS value of three groups. 
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b) GAS-MS value of three groups. 

Figure 8. GAS value and GSA-MS value of each group. 

In Figure 7, in general, the GAS value of subjects in 

Group N is higher than that of subjects in Group Z and 

Group L. The GAS value of subjects in Group Z is the 

second, while that of subjects in group L is the lowest in 

Figure 8-a), the highest GAS value of subjects in Group 

N is 132, and the lowest GAS value is 80, 8 higher than 

the highest GAS value in Group Z, while the lowest 

GAS value in group Z is 64; The highest and lowest 

GAS values of Group L are 69 and 35 respectively. In 

Figure 8b, the highest mean difference of Group L is 

49.753, and the lowest standard deviation is 5.077, 

followed by group Z; GSA-MS values in group L are 

significantly higher than those in group N and group Z 

(P < 0.001). To verify the consistency between the GAS 

indicators established in the article and the evaluation 

by professional doctors, the GARS-M scale was used to 

evaluate the movement disorders of group Z and Group 

L, and the GARS-M values were obtained. The GARS-

M values are linearly regressed with the two groups of 

GAS indicators, and the Principal Component Analysis 
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(PCA) is used to calculate the GAS. Then, the same 

linear regression is performed again, and the relevant 

results are shown in Figure 9. 

 

a) KPCA. 

 

b) PCA. 

Figure 9. Correlation analysis . 

It can be seen from the two sub graphs in Figure 9 

that the correlation between GAS indicators and GARS-

M is very strong under KPCA method, with a correlation 

coefficient of 0.90; The correlation coefficient 

corresponding to PCA method is 0.78, which shows that 

the dimension reduction effect of KPCA is better than 

that of PCA. 

5. Conclusions 

To understand the lower limb movement ability of 

athletes with sports disabilities and provide effective 

data for the development of exoskeleton equipment, this 

article selects healthy young athletes, young athletes 

with sports disabilities, and middle-aged and young 

athletes, and divides them into three groups. The 

subjects’ movement data is collected and processed 

through the VICON MX three-dimensional gait 

acquisition system, and gait contour images are 

extracted with the help of the improved ViBe algorithm. 

After the system data collection, processing and 

screening, the data required for the evaluation model is 

obtained, Then, under the action of the Xoption LSTM 

model combined with KPCA, the GAS value of the 

subject is finally obtained. Through the verification of 

relevant results, it is found that compared with other 

video sequences, the recall rate of three algorithms in 

Highway video sequences is the highest, and the recall 

rate of the improved ViBe algorithm is the highest, up 

to 0.965; in the Pedstrians video sequence, the lowest 

accuracy of the ViBe algorithm is 0.523, while the 

highest accuracy of the improved ViBe algorithm is 

0.967.1 . The accuracy and loss function values of the 

training set are different. When 0.7ε=   is used, the 

accuracy of the improved myloss training set is higher 

than that of other   values. When 0.3 =  is used, the 

accuracy of the improved myloss training set is the 

lowest; compared with the two loss functions, the 

improved myloss function has a higher correlation 

accuracy, while the loss function value is just the 

opposite. Compared with the CNN model, the fusion 

model has a higher accuracy, and the overall accuracy 

of the Xeption LSTM model is the highest. In Figure 7-

a), the highest GAS value of subjects in group N is 132, 

and the lowest GAS value is 80, which is higher than the 

highest GAS value in group Z. 8. The correlation 

between GAS indicators and GARS-M is strong under 

the KPCA method, with a correlation coefficient of 0.90. 

In this paper, a new network structure can be used to 

improve the calculation speed of the algorithm. 
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